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Abstract
South China Sea Tsunami Advisory Center (SCSTAC), hosted by China and authorized by
International Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, began its full operation on 5th
November in 2019. The SCSTAC provides 24-hour tsunami alert services to nine countries
in the SCS and adjacent regions, including Brunei, Cambodia, China, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. The operational regional earthquake and
tsunami detection systems have been established by more than 100 seismic stations and
nearly 20 tidal gauges. On average, rapid earthquake messages can be obtained within 3-5
minutes. A scenario database is in use for fast tsunami hazard analysis after obtaining
preliminary earthquake parameters. When the focal mechanism is produced for tsunami
source by the real-time W-phase inversion system, the on-the-fly tsunami forecast model
is capable of accomplishing 15-hour simulation in less than 5 seconds by means of GPU
accelerators. The model has been validated by 9 major historical tsunamis in the Pacific
region. Furthermore, a SOP-based decision supporting system is operating to assist watchstander for the tsunami analysis and products making, as well as issuing. During the last
years, the average elapsed time for the first tsunami message is less than 8 minutes in
terms of earthquake occurrence time.

Timeline of Establishment on Tsunami Warning Operation

Tsunami Scenario Database
Source coverage: 37 partitions, 1671 sources
Resolution: 0.5°×0.5°
Magnitude: [6.5:0.5:9.0]
Focal depth: 5,10, 20, 40, 60, 70, 100 km
Total scenario: 60156
Retrieving method: file index
Interpolation method: space and logarithm
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On-the-fly tsunami model driven by tsunami source based
on focal mechanisms is capable of accomplishing 15 hour
tsunami forecast in the SCS region within 5 seconds, 117
times faster than serial mode. To achieve that, we designed
model architecture of shallow water equations in
heterogeneous computing environments consisting of CPU
and GPU(Graphic Processing Unit). By using CUDA and PGI
Compilers, we make CPU be responsible for logic control
and GPU carry out mathematical calculations.
Tsunami warning and mitigation system had been wellestablished in South China Sea Regions after nearly ten year
efforts from nine Member State of ICG/PTWS in the South
China Sea region and IOC secretariat. National Tsunami
Warning Center(of MNR, China) was authorized to provides
7/24 hour tsunami warning services to the countries
mentioned above, as an entity of the TWMS.

Annotations:
ICG/PTWS: Intergovernmental Coordination Group
for Tsunami Warning and Mitigation System
SCS: South China Sea
SCSTAC: South China Sea Tsunami Advisory Center
TWMS: Tsunami Warning and Mitigation System
WG-SCS: Regional Working Group on TWMS in the
South China Sea Region
TT-SCS: Task Team of the WG-SCS on Establishment
of SCSTAC

Duty Room of South China Sea Tsunami Advisory Center, Beijing

Decision Supporting System

Regional Seismic Network and earthquake detection

To better assist watch-standers and shorten response time, a decision supporting system
has been developed according to standard operation procedures. It integrates earthquake
information and analysis module, sea level observation and tsunami detection module,
tsunami hazard analysis module, as well as products making and dissemination module.

SCSTAC Operation Key Performance

Real-time data streams from 116 seismic stations within and surrounding the SCS make up
the regional seismic networks. Seiscomp3 and Antelope are using to processing and
analyzing the data, which can output the rapid preliminary earthquake parameters with 3-5
minute latency on average. In addition, the focal inversion module has been developed for
tsunami modeling based on the W-phase method.

Average elapsed time ~7.9 min from Jul. 2020 to Sep.
2021

Regional Sea-level Observation Network and tsunami detection
There are at least 71 sea-level stations located
surrounding the SCS Region. However, just less than
20 of them have access to SCSTAC via GTS and IOC
sea-level portal with average latency of about 15
minutes. We carried out an experiment to evaluate
the local tsunami detection capability by assuming
that all known stations were available. The result
showed local tsunami detection latency would decline
to nearly half an hour with much more satisfactory
relatively to current status.

Tsunami Scenario Database

Tsunami database is adopted as the price-time priority technology for tsunami hazard
analysis in the initial warning procedure after earthquakes. Two sets of tsunami database
are established respectively covering the northwest Pacific region and South China Sea
region. If an earthquake occurs with the epicenter located in the database, the worst
scenario will be output by retrieval and synthetic interpolation in less than 30 seconds.
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Conclusion

SCSTAC has been providing tsunami warning services to 9 Member States of ICG/PTWS in
the South China Sea regions since its trial operation since January 2018. All the key
performance indicators satisfied target values during the last three years. The public
service is accessible through SCSTAC website http://scstac.oceanguide.org.cn. In future,
there will be a back-up SCSTAC sponsored and operated by Hong Kong Observatory.
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